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PREFACE

DAVY JONES’S ATTIC

The BBC’s Desert Island Discs is the third-longest-running radio
programme in the world. It turns on a universal fantasy: of escape
to a tropical paradise, in harmony with Nature. The programme’s
rules allow a single book plus the Bible and Shakespeare, eight
carefully chosen records and just one luxury. The idea of a sea-girt
atoll as a refuge from the troubles of modern life is not new, for it
goes back to The Tempest and has been exploited by Daniel Defoe,
Herman Melville and many others.

In 1942, when the series began, the notion was understandably
popular, but in the real world such places can be hell. Their inhab-
itants go through torment for reasons that depend more on the
laws of Nature than on the power of human viciousness. A remote
island can soon become a tiny but terrifying nightmare. Beautiful
places make for savage societies and what appears in our limited
view to be primeval calm may be but a pause in some general
anarchy, above and below the waves. The risky life of a large
mammal on a small patch of land often renders such a supposed
Utopia both violent and unstable.

Even so, the universal obsession with a sun-drenched Garden of
Eden lives on. Remote, idyllic and peopled by savages (noble or
otherwise), such places enter public consciousness every day; in
cartoons, on Desert Island Discs – my own decorative but useless



object when invited onto the programme a decade ago was the
stuffed body of Mrs Thatcher’s then Secretary of State for
Education, Kenneth Clarke – and as icons of the perfect holiday.
From the rich and bored on Mustique to the hopeful poor in the
Coral Casino, the reefs still cast their spell.

A century and a half ago desert islands played a larger part in
intellectual life, for coral atolls were the spark that ignited the
theory of evolution and altered man’s view of himself. They gave
Charles Darwin, on his voyage across the Pacific aboard HMS
Beagle in the 1830s, the seed of a great idea. On that famous trip
he found proof of the grandest of what he called his ‘grand facts’:
that the Earth was not static but was filled with change. Three
years after the appearance of his popular work The Voyage of the
Beagle, the notion led Darwin to write his first scientific book, The
Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs, published in 1842.
Seventeen years later its insight into the transforming power of
time gave birth to The Origin of Species itself.

In his coral treatise he set out ‘to describe from my own obser-
vation and the works of others, the principal kinds of coral-reefs,
more especially those occurring in the open ocean, and to explain
the origin of their peculiar forms,’ and succeeded. Darwin’s theory
of how such places emerge from the depths is still accepted (even
if, as is the nature of biology, life has become more complicated
since his day) but the reefs tell the tale of the Earth and its inhab-
itants in many other ways. Some were known to the eminent
naturalist, but most are new. They draw on sciences as different as
genetics, chemistry, physics and astronomy. Here I try to use them
as the foundation for a literary edifice written in homage to
Charles Darwin’s magnificent work of long ago.

My own experiences of the coral realm are less dramatic than
those of my predecessor but gave rise in their modest way to this
book. They began with a brooch, a brown stone in a silver setting.
In age and ugliness it matched the cluttered house in West Wales
in which I spent much of my childhood. My father’s father, and
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his father and grandfather too, had all been sea-captains. They
each retired to New Quay, a small Cardiganshire town filled, in
my youth, with superannuated sailors. On summer days dozens of
mariners – most of them known after their ships, so few are the
surnames of Wales – leaned on a wall above the harbour to tell and
retell the stories of their lives. Below them swung fishing boats
named after the vessels – the Lady Cairns, the Carnedd Llewelyn,
the Camellia – that had for a century and more taken the men of
New Quay across the globe.

My grandfather, Captain David Owen Jones, crossed the Indian
Ocean many times and brought the brooch home to prove it. Just
before the Second World War he took early retirement from Shell
Oil and passed thirty placid years in improving his game of bowls.
On Sundays he did the same for his soul, with several visits to the
strictest of the town’s many Presbyterian chapels.

To the dismay of its matelots, New Quay one day became
famous. In the mid-1940s Dylan Thomas moved there (as he
wrote to a friend: ‘Though it is lovely here, I am not’). He drank
in the Black Lion, a pub a hundred yards from my grandparents’
house. His companions in alcohol included seafarers, fishermen
and even the odd Oxford graduate. Thomas set Under Milk Wood,
his play for voices, in the place. Its ‘hunched, courters’-and-rabbits’
wood limping invisible down to the sloeblack, slow, black, crow-
black, fishingboat-bobbing sea’ is a precise description of New
Quay. Many of the locals are to be found in its pages; and Captain
Cat drank, in a variety of guises, in the Black Lion. My father
knew (and disliked) Dylan Thomas, but his own paterfamilias
had none of Captain Cat’s romantic character, which was based
on another ex-mariner a few doors down. I was convinced, how-
ever, from the moment I heard the play, that my grandmother had
inspired Mrs Ogmore-Pritchard, the spick-and-span lady who
would not allow the sun in before he had wiped his shoes.

Her brooch was made of coral. That Victorian object lies
before me as I write. It was on display in the front room among
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other keepsakes: an ebony elephant with ivory tusks, a brass
temple bell, a dragon-topped box and a woodcut of junks on the
China Sea. I have them all. Most are no more than reminders of
a time long gone, but the brooch marked the first of many unex-
pected appearances of its raw material throughout my life.

Because the front room was Ogmore-Pritchard territory, its
owner alert for any deviation from correct behaviour, Dylan
Thomas had a large but indirect influence on my future. A boy did
not fit, in my grandmother’s scheme of things, in the company of
ornaments. As a result I spent much of my time Where I Would
Not Be a Nuisance, up in the attic. There I devoured book after
book. On his long and dull voyages the Captain had, for lack of
other amusement, been forced to read. The fossils of his
Edwardian taste had lain untouched since he returned to land and
were stored in well-tied boxes (my own inability to replicate the
knots was often a cause of rebuke). Some of the contents of Davy
Jones’s many lockers were technical – Lubbock’s Last of the
Windjammers, Ashley’s Book of Knots and Splices, The Admiralty
Manual of Seamanship – but they included plenty of fiction, all with
a maritime flavour. Conrad was a bit dense for my eleven-year-old
tastes but there were lots of lesser tales to sample.

Most are forgotten and rightly so, for who now bothers with
W. W. Jacobs and his jovial cockney crewmen? Just one, a bestseller
in my great-grandfather’s schooldays – and he went to sea when he
was fifteen – has retained much of a reputation. It impressed me even
then, perhaps because of its hidden homoeroticism (although I did
not know the word and barely recognised the sensation). R. M.
Ballantyne’s The Coral Island was published in 1858, twelve months
before The Origin of Species. It sold two hundred thousand copies
to an audience well primed for its Christian symbolism and keen
to hear tales of British pluck in the South Seas. Its intrepid blond
boys hoped to bring enlightenment to the local savages. Instead,
they saw enough brutality in the world of the tropics to give night-
mares to generations of their fellows.
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For Ballantyne, the Cannibal Isles were an image of mankind at
his selfish and violent worst. He was not far from the truth, for in
his day anthropophagy was still widespread (and in 2003, a group
of Fijians made a belated apology to the descendants of an eccle-
siastical hors d’oeuvre of more than a century earlier).

Cannibalism was in the end suppressed and The Coral Island’s
vision of the South Seas gave way to a less strenuous view. The
atolls became picturesque. The Swiss Family Robinson – their tale
also to be found in Captain Jones’s sea chests – had a wonderful
time on their improbable isle of New Switzerland with its lions
and kangaroos. Even Herman Melville, in his first book Typee,
painted a picture of an idyllic life in what is now French Polynesia.
When bland fiction lost its charm I could always dip into a series
of colonial memoirs that painted a grandiose portrait of a pattern
of islands filled with loyal subjects of the Empire, happy with their
simple lot.

At about the time I was sharing an attic with cannibals, William
Golding was at work on Lord of the Flies (and thanks to an excellent
English teacher I read the novel not long after its publication in 1954).
His book transformed the image of the tropical oceans for ever. It
was modelled on Ballantyne and his saccharine successors but had
quite a different agenda. Paradise was not to be regained by the
forces of progress, but was lost, never to return. In the novel’s post-
nuclear future a group of marooned boys revert to savagery, to be
rescued from their folly by an emissary from a society that has almost
destroyed itself with atomic war.

For Golding, man’s basest instincts triumph in the end and life
on an island colonised by children is destroyed by an inevitable
struggle for existence. His view of human nature descends directly
from The Origin of Species and its notion of universal strife.

Many others have seen a message of despair in that work’s
modest pages. Darwin’s notion of biological conflict as the engine
of change has been picked up by novelists, by philosophers and by
ideologues of almost every flavour. Coral Reefs has escaped that
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fate. Even so, its humble subjects have a real relevance to human
affairs, not just for their biology, alluring as it is, but as a micro-
cosm of a great shift in world-view. Attitudes to Nature and to our
place in it were transformed in the century that followed the
Beagle voyage and have altered almost as much since the days of
William Golding. The confident nineteenth-century idea of exis-
tence as progress was replaced with an uneasy sense that, in science
as in society, the past is not as simple as it seemed and the future
less certain than we might like. Such vague disquiet has now been
succeeded by a sense of real alarm; that disaster is almost upon us.
As a result, scientists, like novelists, have become pessimists in what
once appeared to be an earthly paradise.

Coral brooch and Coral Island, Calvin and colonialism; each now
has an antique air as little more than a monument to the Victorian
imagination. In my schooldays I saw all of them as warnings of the
dangers both of Christianity and of a life at sea. I turned instead to
science, mixed with light agnosticism.

In an otherwise drab introduction to that sphere, biology stood
out and corals soon made their presence felt. After the chance,
seized by all schoolboys, to admire sperm down the microscope
we moved on to the lower animals. My attention was one day
caught by a Hydra – a freshwater version of the creatures that make
reefs – as it writhed green and alien beneath a cloudy lens. I chose
a career.

For thirty years I pursued it with more energy than success.
Science is a broad church full of narrow minds, trained to know ever
more about even less. In my student days in Edinburgh I spent an
inordinate amount of time on the science of polyps, as Hydra and
its marine relatives are called. Why that obscure group should be
important we did not, in the obedient fashion of those days, ask;
but they too were relics from the past. In 1872 Charles Wyville
Thomson, then Professor of Natural History at the university,
had embarked on a four-year voyage aboard HMS Challenger. It
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was the foundation of the science of the sea and the basis of a
superb collection of jellyfish and corals that was, through simple
inertia, still used in teaching almost a century later. As a result,
my first student essay was on the biology of atolls and I visited my
first great library, the National Library of Scotland, to do the
research. The standard book on the subject was by a C. M. Yonge
(himself an Edinburgh graduate) who, with a group of young
companions, had set up a marine laboratory on the Great Barrier
Reef in the 1930s. I met him long afterwards when he retired to
his native city, but by then his work appeared no more than
quaint. To an undergraduate of the 1960s his favourite organisms
looked dull when compared to what else was going on. Molecular
biology was in its infancy and great discoveries were there to be
made.

Many of my contemporaries became modestly famous for their
efforts in that field – and one even won a Nobel Prize – but,
almost by accident, my own attentions became directed towards
the genetics of snails. My tutor had worked on the dozens of
unique kinds then found on the island of Moorea, off Tahiti (the
model for James Michener’s Bali Hai in his Tales of the South Pacific),
and, with a certain lack of initiative, I followed in his footsteps.
That was a mistake. As the years went by I gained more of a suntan
than a scientific reputation until at last I was, in a match to my
grandfather’s crown-green bowling, reduced to writing popular
books about science.

My first snail sample was collected not on a tropic isle but on a
sunless Scottish dune. An introduction to Bali Hai had to wait and
came at second hand. Two decades ago, my research group at
University College London set up a project at Wytham Wood,
Oxford University’s magnificent thousand-acre field site. Several
times a week we drove from our dismal 1960s block next to
Euston Station, along the canyon of the Marylebone Road and
through the London suburbs. Within an hour or so my colleagues
and I were in a meadow surrounded by woodland, on the slopes
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of a green hill, with views down to a medieval village. There, in
snow and in summer heat (the latter aggravated by the miasma of
self-congratulation that hangs over Oxford itself) we built a snail
ranch, a hundred wire cages each a metre across in which we set
up a variety of eccentric experiments on those agreeable animals.

As so often in research, perspiration outweighed inspiration for
it took months to make the cages and almost as long to dig them
in. Just beneath the surface the soil gave way to tough white rock.
Closer inspection of the flakes that flew from our pickaxes showed
that it contained – it was – millions of fossils; and not of land ani-
mals, but of coral.

The Oxford Rag is the remains of a reef that once covered
much of England. The stone was laid down a hundred and fifty
million years ago, in the Jurassic era, when the village of Wytham
was beneath a tropical sea. The formation is cousin to many other
ancient structures, whose immense skeletons make up some of the
globe’s tallest peaks. They tell of a past when dinosaurs roamed the
land and when the continents had a shape quite different from
today.

When Wytham Hill was alive, corals filled ten times as much of
the globe as they do in modern times. Reefs are often called the
rainforests of the seas but nowadays they extend to a mere half-
million square kilometres – an area just twice that of the British
Isles – compared to twenty times that figure for tropical forest.
Reduced as they might be, they are still an important part of the
empire of life; such places are biology in miniature, a microcosm
of existence on the edge. In a world altered by man, many have
paid a heavy price for their risky careers.

My first experience of living coral took place, as a result, on
concrete. A largely artificial islet, graced by planted palms and sur-
rounded by a reef moved in part from elsewhere, it lay a few miles
from Honolulu. Coconut Island had been used as a private amuse-
ment park and as a set for a dire TV show called Gilligan’s Island.
It was visited by, among others, Presidents Truman, Johnson, Nixon
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and Reagan and is now a University of Hawaii marine laboratory,
many of whose scientists devote their lives to studying the decline
of the oceans. My baptismal trip to a Darwinian Shangri-La was
an ersatz and somewhat melancholy event.

The creatures that helped build the shores of Coconut Island
have become the raw material of dispute in many parts of biol-
ogy. Darwin could never have guessed where his work would
lead. Coral: A Pessimist in Paradise tries to unite a series of what
seem disparate sciences in the context of the reefs, from their
adventurous past to their uncertain future. It uses them as a
narrative device as much as a subject, and is as a result a broader
(and notably shallower) version of The Structure and Distribution of
Coral Reefs itself.

A journey to an unfamiliar landscape introduced Charles Darwin
to the notion that flesh might be as flexible as is rock. Although
my own book remains unmarked by any element of originality, it
emerged – like his – from many months spent in a territory that
bears witness to the forces that made the atolls. I am a member of
that league of British authors who have set up shop in the land of
Lamarck. Here, on the slopes of the Massif Central, in southern
France, the house in which I write sits between ancient ocean
floor and volcano.

A few kilometres to the east is a spectacular mountain of tum-
bled rocks made of a magnesium-rich limestone called dolomite.
The Montagne de Seranne, as it is called, was once – like Wytham
Hill – a coral island in a tropical sea, but the stone has been so
extensively altered that its nature was for many years disputed. The
problem was solved by Marie Stopes, a geologist at my own work-
place, who is perhaps better known for her interest in married
love. Many marine beds are full of fossils. Dolomite is not, for its
parent material was smashed by breakers and by animals that bored
through its structure. The rock was ground into sand, compressed
and chemically altered. In the years since the ocean fell back, the
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marine remains of Seranne and it many fellows have been sculpted
by the rain into monoliths, visited by thousands of tourists each year.

Other nearby geological excitements have a resonance in the
reefs. A spire of basalt an hour’s walk from my front door was
squeezed from the depths when Africa hit Europe and built the
Pyrenees. On it perches the ruins of a thirteenth-century fort, the
Château de Malavieille, its history almost forgotten. The black
rock from which it is made – rare on land and a frequent target of
quarry-owners in search of raw material – covers more than half
the Earth’s surface, for it forms most of the sea floor. Liquid basalt
bubbles out of the volcanic cracks that make the mid-ocean ridges
and, as it spreads, moves continents around the globe.

The spike of Malavieille has a close tie with Darwin’s voyage,
for the coral islands of the Pacific are – as he was the first to
realise – each built on a solid peak of basalt extruded from below.
As the animals do their work around its shores, the mass of rock
sinks under its own weight back into the Earth’s crust, to leave an
atoll – a white stone circle with a central lagoon – afloat in the
ocean like a buoy upon a wreck.

Darwin’s theory was much criticised and remained unproven
for more than a century. The crucial piece of evidence had an unex-
pected tie with the Languedoc’s geological equation. The forests
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that covered the steamy swamps of prehistoric France rotted away
and acidified the local rivers. In turn, they etched the rock of a range
of granite peaks and dissolved the uranium salts held within. The
heavy metal was laid down as ore. A mine not far from Malavieille
used that sinister substance to produce the fuel for nuclear power
stations – and for the bombs that France once tested on a colonial
atoll. In the 1960s, after public outrage put a stop to the atomic
powers’ aerial tests, drills were pushed deep into coral islands to sink
the weapons to their explosion site. There the geologists found final
proof of the notion of each atoll as a limestone chateau perched on
the summit of a doomed basalt peak. The Cold War upheld Darwin’s
audacious claim about the plastic nature of the Earth.

The record of the reefs has tested his ideas in many other ways.
It sheds light on subjects that at first sight appear far removed from
the tropical seas. They point at life’s great disputes: between rising seas
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A′A′ Outer edges of the barrier reef at the level of the sea. The cocoa-nut trees
represent coral-islets formed on the reef.
C C —The lagoon-channel.
B′ B′—The shores of the island, generally formed of low alluvial land and of
coral detritus from the lagoon-channel.
A″A″—The outer edges of the reef now forming an atoll.
C′—The lagoon of the newly-formed atoll. According to the scale, the depth
of the lagoon and of the lagoon-channel is exaggerated



and falling landscapes, between order and disorder and between the
survival of genes as against the death of those who bear them. From
continental drift to conservation, from stem cells to sexual disease and
from gerontology to the greenhouse effect, the stone from which
I take my title gives an insight into some unexpected parts of
science.

Diverse as they might seem, those topics share a theme, for in
their various ways they reveal that Elysium has a darker side. In the
century and a half since Darwin, the notion of Nature as an
evolved and rational machine has been superseded by an uneasy
sense that what seems like peace is filled with strife and that dis-
order can break out in many ways. The era that gave the proof of
Darwin’s ideas was one of tension between optimism and despair.
This book tells the tale of how, on desert islands, that antagonism
began long ago.

Reefs and negativity found common cause well before – and
well after – the Beagle voyage. On his second passage of explo-
ration, in the 1770s, Captain Cook visited many atolls and sailed
deep into Antarctic waters. The ship’s astronomer William Wales
kept a log, in which he wrote of his own low spirits (almost certainly
the result of scurvy, with its key symptom of ‘scorbutic nostalgia’).
Back home, Wales took a post as teacher of mathematics at Christ’s
Hospital in London. His pupils included the young Samuel Taylor
Coleridge. There, no doubt, was born the Ancient Mariner, the alba-
tross of guilt and the weary, weary times which still mark the literary,
social and scientific image of the coral empire.

Many other travellers have had their illusions shattered by the
truths of the tropics. The French navigator Louis-Antoine de
Bougainville was the first European to land in Tahiti, in 1768. He
was enraptured by the place. Sex was its main attraction. He
named the island Nouvelle Cythère, after the Greek island where
once had flourished the cult of Aphrodite. As he wrote on his
departure: ‘Farewell, happy and wise people; remain always as you
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are now. I will always remember you with delight and as long as I
live I will celebrate the happy island of Cythera: it is the true
Utopia.’ His reports reached the ears of Rousseau, who in
response developed his idea of the noble savage, happy in his iso-
lation from the modern world.

Rousseau’s idea is, of course, Utopian. Coral islands are not
always happy places inhabited by wise people. They are often
wrecked by disaster and those who live upon them can be just
as volatile. The anthropologist Margaret Mead painted 1920s
Samoa as an idyll of sexual equality, but overlooked the fact that
rape was more frequent than in the United States. Micronesia
now has more youth suicide than anywhere else, with one
young man in forty choosing self-destruction. Optimists tend to
ignore such problems; even Bikini, the site of the first post-war
atom tests and today battered by nuclear explosions with its
people driven into exile, is now sold in travel magazines as a
mildly radioactive Arcadia, the ideal destination for the intrepid
tourist.

De Bougainville’s contented Tahitians were in truth involved
in a bitter religious war which called for human sacrifice. New
Cythera lost more of its shine when, soon afterwards, Captain
Cook and his men stepped ashore and enlisted its inhabitants
into the contaminated continent of humankind. The Tahitians
referred to syphilis as the British Disease but were diplomatic
enough to insist that it had been introduced by de Bougainville.
Whoever was to blame, that infection was an introduction to a
whole universe of illness. Only now are the peoples of the far
Pacific on their way back towards their numbers before civilisa-
tion arrived.

The animals that built Nouvelle Cythère and its fellow islands
have lives as unsettled as those of their human inhabitants. Again
and again they show the ambiguity of the atolls. Many polyps are
immortal, for they renew themselves almost without limit
from special cells identified two centuries ago in Hydra as
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‘sleeping embryos’. Stem cells, as they are now called, are some-
times touted as miracle cures, but if they awake before their
time they may cause cancer. The illness is an outbreak of self-
ishness in the body’s coalition of cells. Such behaviour is
universal in the tropical shallows. A year before Darwin’s death
a certain sea-anemone was found to live in ‘reciprocal accom-
modation’ with an alga. From that grew the science of symbiosis,
the interaction of different species in what looks like altruism.
The coral symbiosis is the best understood of all, but what once
looked like harmony is no more than stalemate in a marriage on
the edge of divorce.

To Darwin, atolls showed how life could thrive in difficult condi-
tions. He wrote of their builders with admiration: ‘We feel
surprise when travellers tell us of the vast dimensions of the
Pyramids and other great ruins, but how utterly insignificant are
the greatest of these, when compared to these mountains of stone
accumulated by the agency of various minute and tender animals!’
Since his day, their image has undergone a subtle change, for those
emblems of biological fortitude have become a canary in the eco-
logical coal mine. Throughout the history of life, desert islands
have always been among the first places to collapse in stressful
times and they are doing the same today. The unique Moorean
snails, the familiars of my student days, are gone, victims of an
idiot 1970s attempt at biological control in which predatory mol-
luscs were brought in to eat introduced African land snails.
Unfortunately the predator preferred the natives (a tiny remnant is
on show in London Zoo, to general indifference). Their fate is a
microcosm of a greater disaster.

Today’s decline of the reefs is a mirror of a catastrophe of long
ago. Once again, the evidence is written in the landscape around
my own retreat. The stormy geology that built the basalt point of
Malavieille gives local villages a gloomy air to match that of their
inhabitants. Many devote their lives to complaints about English
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incomers, but their ancestors had more to grumble about, for they
were coal miners.

Their raw material was laid down in ancient swamps. The
industry’s sole relic is an enormous miner’s lamp on a nearby
roundabout, but in its day it did its bit to add carbon to the air and
to set the stage for the greenhouse effect. Coral is an alliance of
carbon with calcium and oxygen – and so are all plants and ani-
mals, ourselves included. Carbon we all are and unto carbon we
shall return. With every breath and every death we take part in a
series of transactions in which the currency of life moves through
the reserves held in the soil, the skies and – most of all – the seas.
Its slow revolutions made the modern world, but that world has
led to a vast acceleration in the rate at which the machinery
rotates. It may soon break down, with disastrous consequences for
the corals and for ourselves.

The limestones of the Seranne Mountain formed a small part of
an ancient ocean’s vast reservoir of the element. The reef that
made them died in a carbon crisis, the greatest disaster ever to hit
our planet. Parts of the landscape nearby glow red in the sun
because the soil contains iron laid down when France was in the
tropics. In many places that crimson stone is capped by a sheet of
sterile grey sediment. The rock was made at the end of the
Permian era as a sudden burst of carbon dioxide spewed out of the
ground, changing the climate and killing almost everything upon
it. The tourists who flock to the area are marvelling at a geologi-
cal graveyard.

Many of today’s travellers in the tropics have the same expe-
rience. Next to my grandmother’s brooch my desk now bears
fragments of coral gathered a few months ago on a trip around
the dead reefs of the Seychelles. As we sailed from island to
island we were pursued, or so it felt, by what looked like a
substantial cruise ship. The yacht Pelorus belongs to Roman
Abramovich, who became a billionaire after the privatisation of
Russia’s oil. His return to the equator from his native wastes is
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a reminder of how much energy the rich parts of the world use
to maintain a tropical climate and of the reckless way in which
it has been dissipated. As I wrote the first paragraphs of this
book during the French canicule of 2003, which killed thou-
sands, I had to wipe sweat off my keyboard; I finished it three
years later as Britain experienced its hottest month since records
began. At the turn of the millennium the Seychelles, too, suf-
fered a severe heatwave. More than nine-tenths of all its corals
were lost. A 2005 repeat of an ecological survey made ten years
earlier showed that a once complex ecosystem had been reduced
to seaweed-covered rubble.

The Seychelles disaster is marching across the globe. At the time
I read Lord of the Flies about a third of the Great Barrier Reef was
still in good health. When I first went to the place a decade ago,
just a quarter was in reasonable shape; now the figure is one part
in five. Life has seen five major extinctions since it began. The
reefs have been witnesses to them all and are now horrified
onlookers to the sixth. They remind us of our own fragility and of
how a Garden of Eden can so easily be destroyed. Those who live
upon such places, or study them, are right to feel a certain sense
of gloom.

As is the habit of the academic hack, I have lectured – with
more or less conviction – on most of the subjects illuminated by
the polyps. Many of my talks were given in a place with a strong
tie to their history. I begin my introductory biology course each
year with the statement that I am speaking from Darwin’s bunker –
which is true, for the basement lecture theatre at University
College London is on the site of his London home, in Bloomsbury
(a blue plaque and a dismal post-war block now mark the spot).
The students look blank.

Charles Darwin moved to ‘Macaw Cottage’, as he called the
house after its colour scheme (his wife insisted that the dead dog
in the garden be removed first), in 1839 and stayed for just three
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years. He could not stand the clamour of Gower Street, which
still roars with traffic (although the tyres of the Number 73 bus
are quieter than the iron wheels of a hansom cab). He soon moved
to the outer suburbs, where he spent the rest of his life.

In spite of the noise the young naturalist got a lot done and
he wrote of his days in Bloomsbury that ‘the greater part of
the time, when I could do anything, was devoted to my work on
“Coral Reefs”, which I had begun before my marriage . . . It was
thought highly of by scientific men and the theory therein given
is, I think, now well established.’

Darwin was right about his theory, which has developed in
directions he could never have guessed, but his account of his
time in Macaw Cottage includes a telling phrase, his first refer-
ence of many to a ‘frequently recurring unwellness’ which
interfered with his ability to write and in the end led him to
become almost a recluse. Thousands of words have been spent on
what that illness might have been. Some point at a psychosomatic
disorder brought on by a clash between Darwin’s science and the
society in which he lived, while others insist that the culprit was
a tropical parasite. Whatever the truth, the book Charles Darwin
produced as the symptoms of a life-long malaise first showed
themselves led directly to his great insights into time, change and
evolution.

In his autobiography Darwin records that even in his healthier
days ‘Milton’s “Paradise Lost” had been my chief favourite, and
in my excursions during the voyage of the “Beagle”, when I could
take only a single volume, I always chose Milton.’ Joseph Banks,
botanist on the first Cook expedition, discovered hundreds of
new plants on the journey. The specimens were flattened between
sheets of paper, and they too came from remaindered sheets
of a failed edition of Darwin’s favourite reading. The choice
was, we can see with hindsight, appropriate indeed, for today’s
science of the atolls gives that poetic theme an ever-greater
resonance.
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My own book is based on a global shift from hope to despond.
It has made me, a land-bound scion of ancient mariners, into a
sadder and (possibly) a wiser man for it shows how, in the three
centuries since Europe’s entry into the world of the corals, a
paradise has been lost, and asks why.

As scientists make science in a way that historians do not
make history I have tried in addition to tell the story of a few of
the eccentric characters who grace the biology, the geology and
the chemistry of the universe of the reefs. I have been helped by
the generous comments of many people, several far more expert
on the subjects covered than am I. I thank in particular Robert
Cowie, Stephen Guise, Nigel Marsh, Norma Percy, Peter
Robinson and Rachel Wood. The illustrations come directly
from Darwin’s own book.

The Desert Island Discs theme tune, with its added seagulls
and waves, is almost painfully familiar to Britons of a certain age.
Its title, ‘By the Sleepy Lagoon’, sums up the old, hopeful and
simplistic view of the universe of the corals. Now, life has become
more complicated and less cheerful, but the tale of those animals
has emerged as a thread that binds much of biology together. The
new millennium, with its concerns about the future, gives a great
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